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" Thou art compassionate \vherc pity has no place. Xeith' r
for the thins; that lives, nor for the thing that dies, has the v,ise
man compassion. There can be no destroy ins that \vh:ch is ;
of that which is not no existence. All that is born is doomed
to die ; whatever dies shall live again. With what is ineluct-
able pity has no concern. In the eyes of him who has attained
detachment, nothing in this life below is good or ill."
In the Sivaic hymns the god is often described as
dancing in a charnel-house. This conception im-
plies far more than a sinister survival from an
ancient aboriginal cult of some dark jungle power,
half god, half devil, capering in demoniac frenzy
round a funeral pyre. Rather, the quintessence
of Hinduism at its purest is implicit in this symbol.
The ever-changing patterns of the dance figure
forth at once the flight of time and the rhythmic ebb
and flow of cosmic energy : creation, conservation,
destruction, incarnation and release. By dancing
in a charnel-house, the god expresses heroic pessi-
mism, while such ecstatic joy, born of destruction
and abiding in the house of death, bespeaks a ruth-
less optimism. A creed transcending optimism and
pessimism alike; " mankind dancing, dancing
through tears and laughter."
In both cults alike we find the spirit of man exalted
beyond benevolence and cruelty, beyond being and
not being, into an empyrean of Nietzschean calm.
And yet, I asked myself, was not this high en-
lightenment deriving from the Hindu scriptures,
glimpses of which I caught in conversation with
Brahmins and cultured princes—was it not ex-
clusively the apanage of an elite ? Once, perhaps,
in the distant past, the inner significance of Hindu-
Ism may have been " understanded of the people,"
but nowadays what do the masses make of its
exalted teachings?

